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1

I NTRODUCTION

The ability to learn to act in a given environment, and transfer previous knowledge to new situations is considered as a crucial aspect in artificial intelligence. Along the theme of adapting to new environments, in this work
we experiment with neural network transfer learning in deep reinforcement learning agents to determine how
robust and adaptable are a selection of deep reinforcement learning algorithms to new tasks. We evaluate neural
network transfer as an RL transfer method for three different deep RL algorithms: one state-value-based method
(Deep Q Network aka DQN [1]), one policy-gradient-based method for discrete action space (Monte Carlo
Policy Gradient aka REINFORCE [2]) and one actor-critic-based method for continuous action space (Deep
Deterministic Policy Gradient aka DDPG [3]). We train the three different agents on the source task of either balancing a cart pole (CartPole-v1, ContinuousCartPole-v1) or landing a lunar lander spaceship (LunarLander-v2,
LunarLanderContinuous-v2), then we transfer the agent’s neural network models to 5 different configurations
of their respective source task. The premise for this idea is that if an agent learns to behave optimally in a given
environment thanks to an internal representation model which approximates state-values or a policy, then the
parameters of the model gathered some meaningful features that could hopefully help the agent learn quickly
in a new task. We also evaluate the transfer of a pre-trained DQN agent’s neural networks from the CartPole
task to the LunarLander task and demonstrate its transfer performance. We notice that usually the pre-trained
agents learn optimal behavior quicker in new tasks compared to randomly initialized agents. However, the
pre-trained state-value based agents often times decrease from optimal behavior to sub-optimal performance
in the new task after longer training times There are instances where the agent simply fails to achieve optimal
behavior in the target task as in the case of transferring the pre-trained CartPole agent to the LunarLander
environment. Our work shows that naive neural network transfer can help speed up learning for certain target
tasks, but state-value based methods oftentimes have difficulty in adapting to new tasks.
The three-minute video is available at https://youtu.be/YjKDaGSlpOE. The source code is available here.

2

M ETHODOLOGY

Environments - In this work, we use Open AI’s CartPole-v1, LunarLander-v2, and Continuous LunarLander-v2
gym environments [4] as well as Ian Danforth’s ContinuousCartPole-v1 environment [5]. The goal of an agent in
the CartPole environments is to balance a pole such that it’s standing straight on-top of a moveable cart for a
maximum of 200 time steps. When the pole is balanced, the agent is rewarded +1, and 0 otherwise, thus making
the maximum possible score 200. As for the LunarLander environments, the goal is to land a spaceship with 4
rockets safely within a certain range on the ground of the environment. The space ship starts at the center top
position in the environment. The maximum reward it can achieve is 200.
DQN, REINFORCE, and DDPG - The DQN algorithm uses one Q local network and one Q target network. The
loss function is the mean squared loss between the local and target Q network predictions [1]. The REINFORCE
algorithm uses one network and computes the gradient step at the end of the trajectory. Its loss function is the
mean of cross-entropy loss for each action taken along the trajectory with the action’s respective reward. The
DDPG algorithm uses one Actor network and one Critic network. The Critic loss function is the mean squared
error loss between the target (next state) Q values and current state expected Q values. The Actor loss function
is the negative mean of the rewards from the predicted actions taken from the Critic network’s predicted states.
Neural Network Architectures - For brevity purposes, each algorithm’s network and hyper-parameter speci-
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fications are included in Appendix Tables iii, iv, and v. To summarize their contents, each agent uses one or
multiple neural networks each containing 3 linear layers, with input sizes of 4, and either an output size of 2
for discrete action space, or 1 for continuous action space. Depending on the environment and algorithm, the
inner layer sizes can be as small as 16, and 32 or as large as 300, and 400. Finally, inner layer and outer layer
activation functions differ across environments and algorithms. For REINFORCE agents, the Softmax operation
is always applied on the output layer, and for DDPG agents, the Tanh operation is always applied on the output
layer. As for inner layer activation, we either use the ReLU activation function [6]. Every network uses the Adam
optimizer [7]. The hyperparameters for learning rates, buffer sizes, and batch sizes were determined through
fine tuning. No pre-processing is performed on any of the sample data.
Infrastructure - We used Google Cloud Platform to run our experiments using their n1-standard-4 (4 vCPUs, 15
GB memory) machine equipped with the Nvidia Tesla T4 Graphics Processing Unit.
Source Code - Source code with installation instructions is available here.
Tasks - For the CartPole-v1 environment, the pre-trained model (or baseline model) is trained for 1500 episodes
on the default configuration whose properties are available in Appendix Table i. Each new configuration of the
CartPole-v1 task makes changes to the masses of the cart, and pole, and length of the pole, the specific changes
are available in the Appendix Table i. For the LunarLander-v2 environment, the pre-trained agent is trained for
1500 episodes on its respective default configuration. For each new configuration, the pre-trained and randomly
initialized agents are trained for 1000 episodes, because there was no significant change in cumulative reward
after 1000 episodes of training. Each new configuration on the LunarLander-v2 environment makes changes to
the gravity of the environment, the default properties and its specific changes are available in Appendix Table
ii. For the ContinuousCartPole-v1 environment, changes to the environment for each new task are identical
as the discrete action environment. Additionally, since the DDPG agent’s performance can vary immensely
across episodes, during the 1500 episodes of training, we also test the agent’s performance every 50 episodes of
training and average the performance across 10 test episodes. During testing, we don’t perform any parameter
updates. For the LunarLanderContinuous-v2 environment, changes to the environment for each new task are
identical as the discrete action environment. We also perform tests during 1500 episodes of training, for every
50 episodes of training and average the performance across 10 test episodes. Changes to each parameter are
randomly sampled from a normal distribution.
Transfer Learning - For DQN, in each new configuration, the pre-trained DQN local and target Q networks are
transferred to the new task. For the Policy-Gradient method, the pre-trained policy network is transferred to the
new task. Finally, for the DDPG method, the pre-trained actor, and critic local and target networks are each
transferred to the new task. To evaluate the transfer learning performance, for each new configuration, an agent
is also trained and evaluated with its weights randomly initialized. As for transferring from the CartPole-v1 to
the LunarLander-v2 environment, we were only able to successfully transfer the DQN agent’s weights because
the DQN agents trained on the two environments use the exact same neural network architectures, whereas for
REINFORCE and DDPG they differ.

3

E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS

Multiple Seeds - For the DQN and REINFORCE agents, we train the pre-trained and randomly initialized agents
on 5 different configurations of the same environment, each for 5 different seeds so that we can get variance in
our results. Training both the pre-trained and randomly initialized agents on 5 different seeds can take roughly
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11 to 12 hours to complete. We omitted displaying variance so that the plots are more legible, if one would like
to see the variance plotted across episodes and rewards, they are available in Appendix Figures iv, v, vi, and viii.
As for the DDPG agents, ideally we should have trained over 5 seeds to get variance in our results. However, due
to how computationally expensive training DDPG agents is, it would take roughly three days to get results if ran
for 5 separate seeds, so we only trained them on two seeds which took roughly 24 hours to finish.

3.1 Discrete Action CartPole Tasks
For the sake of clarity, we included the training plot of the agent to be used as the pre-trained agent and the
training plot for the pre-trained agent and randomly initialized agent in a new CartPole task. The performance
plots for all 5 tasks are available in the Appendix Figures iv and vi. We can see in Figure 1 that the pre-trained
agent outperforms the randomly-initialized agent. However, we can also note that the DQN agent needs

Figure 1: DQN and REINFORCE Baseline and Task 1 Performance on CartPole-v1. Top-Left: DQN Baseline on Default
Environment Properties. Top-Right: DQN Task 1 Performance. Bottom-Left: REINFORCE Baseline on Default Environment
Properties. Bottom-Right: REINFORCE Task 1 Performance

roughly 200 episodes to relearn an optimal behavior in the new task, whereas the REINFORCE agent is already
performing either close to or the optimal behavior for the task at the start of training Additionally, in the plots
for all new Tasks in Figure iv, we can see that past roughly 1100 episodes of training, the randomly-initialized
DQN agent either performs as well as or better than the pre-trained DQN agent in the CartPole task. All of this
suggests that the REINFORCE algorithm is more robust to changes in the environment (new tasks) as opposed
to the DQN algorithm for this particular environment.

3.2 Discrete Action LunarLander Tasks
If we compare the DQN and REINFORCE agents on the LunarLander-v2 environment, we first notice that
the DQN agent can achieve convergence towards an optimal solution, whereas the REINFORCE agent can
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sometimes achieve the optimal reward, but is extremely noisy and fails to continuously achieve the optimal
reward. However, if we analyze the DQN agent’s learning performance in every new LunarLander task in Figure
v, we observe a similar behavior as in the CartPole tasks. The pre-trained agent needs to relearn the optimal
behavior, and the randomly initialized agent is usually able to perform as well as the pre-trained agent. Again,
this suggests that DQN isn’t highly adaptable to new changes in the environment.
Unfortunately, as one can see in Appendix Figure i, the REINFORCE agent is extremely noisy. Although,
it performs in such a way that it achieves an optimal reward of 200 at times, it fails to converge to a policy
that continuously achieves the optimal reward. More importantly however is that similarly to what we’ve seen
in the CartPole environment, the REINFORCE agent is more adaptable to new changes in the LunarLander
environment. One can see that it does not need to re-learn behavior as much as the randomly initialized agent
in first several hundred episodes as seen in the bottom plot in Figure i. We can also compare the variance plots
in Figures vi and viii and see that performance in the LunarLander tasks is noisier than in CartPole tasks, we
believe this is so because the LunarLander environment’s task is more complex than that of the CartPole, thus
making it more difficult to converge to one similar behavior across seeds. To summarize, our results highly
suggest that REINFORCE is more robust and adaptable to new tasks.

3.3 Continuous Action CartPole Tasks
For clarity, every plot for DDPG’s performance is included in Appendix Figure ix. One can observe in Figure ii,
that although the DDPG agent can achieve optimal behavior on the default/baseline task, when pre-trained and
transferred, the agent has difficulty in adapting to a new task. Whereas in the default task, the agent achieved
the optimal behavior after roughly 850 episodes of training, and when transferred to a new task, the agent
has difficulty in maintaining the optimal behavior, but still achieves acceptable cumulative rewards. However,
specifically in Task #3 in Appendix Figure ix, we can see that the pre-trained agent’s performance actually
significantly decreases as it learns. It achieves half of its initial reward of 200 in episode 400 and onwards. The
DDPG agent that was randomly initialized outperforms the pre-trained agent after 800 episodes of training.
Whereas, in Task #5, the agent maintains the optimal behavior across all episodes. Upon further inspection of
the changes to the environment for Tasks 3 and 5, we notice that each of Task 3’s parameters increased, whereas
each of Task 5’s parameters decreased. This may suggest that the agent has difficulty in adapting to a more
difficult environment where its cart and pole are longer and heavier, and inversely can adapt well to an easier
environment where its cart and pole are shorter and lighter. The changes to the environment in Tasks #1, 2, and
4 also suggest this claim, since their changes are a combination of increases and decreases in mass and length
which causes the agent’s performance to fluctuate along episodes of training.

3.4 Continuous Action LunarLander Tasks
As one can see in Figure iii, the DDPG agent fails to learn a positively rewarding behavior, converging to a
policy that rewards it around -200 per episode. When considering transferring to the target task, the randomly
initialized agent quickly performs as well as the pre-trained agent very early on in training, displaying that it is
not worthwhile to pre-train the DDPG agent for this particular environment.
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3.5 Transfer from CartPole to LunarLander
Included in Figure xi is the performance of the pre-trained DQN agent on the CartPole source task transferred
to the LunarLander target task. One can clearly see that the transfer is inefficient compared to a randomly
initialized agent. Not only does the pre-trained agent start with a poor policy, but it is outperformed by the
randomly initialized agent from very early on in training.

4

D ISCUSSION

We’ve seen how effective neural network transfer methods are in deep reinforcement learning for some discrete
and continuous action tasks. To summarize, neural network transfer with REINFORCE is significantly more
adaptable to new tasks than DQN Q network transfer, and pre-trained DPPG agents are sensitive to changes
in the environment. In terms of naive representation transfer effectiveness, REINFORCE is the clear winner
amongst the other two algorithms. It can continue to perform optimally or close to optimally from the very
start of training on the target task, and its performance does not suffer as training prolongs, as opposed to DQN
and DDPG. This could be because the state-value based algorithms are more dependent on the properties of
the environment which influence states and indirectly affects the learnt policy, whereas the policy gradient
algorithm is more heavily dependent on the reward function and its loss feedback which more directly affects
the learnt policy. The REINFORCE algorithm may be more adaptable because it doesn’t rely on state-values,
therefore, changes to the environment do not directly affect the agent’s ability to learn as much as the statevalue based algorithms. In the case of an actor-critic method such as DDPG, we’ve seen how changes in the
environment can greatly affect the pre-trained agent’s performance, so much so that it could cause the agent
to perform at half of its effectiveness, as demonstrated in a CartPole task where the agent learnt a policy that
would reward it with half of the initial optimal reward. We believe that naive neural network transfer is not
the most effective transfer method for state-value based reinforcement learning agents due to how dependent
they are to their environment’s properties. We’ve seen that although the pre-trained agent usually learns a
rewarding policy quicker than a randomly initialized agent on a new task, after a certain period of training, the
latter agent can sometimes outperform the pre-trained one. This is not a good trade-off since the pre-trained
agent initially needs to learn to behave optimally in its source task, hence making it expensive to pre-train
an agent, only to have it get outperformed by a randomly initialized agent in the new task. However, we
could consider neural network transfer if we decide to perform early-stopping on the target task in such a
way that the agent still learns quickly and can also perform at its best or if we consider using a policy gradient
method. As for transferring between very different environments, we’ve seen that the DQN agent is significantly
outperformed by a randomly initialized agent, which demonstrates that this is not an effective transfer method
for that situation. Future work in the neural network transfer domain entails experimenting with early-stopping,
and transfer between similar environments, such as from a swinging pendulum task to an inverted cartpole
swing-up task. In terms of a more general way of leveraging previous experience for new reinforcement learning
tasks, future work entails pivoting in a direction under the meta-learning paradigm where an agent is pre-trained
on multiple different tasks during training, as opposed to just one.
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A PPENDIX

Figure i: DQN and REINFORCE Baseline and Task 1 Performance on LunarLander-v2. Top-Left: DQN Baseline on Default
Environment Properties. Top-Right: DQN Task 1 Performance. Bottom-Left: REINFORCE Baseline on Default Environment
Properties. Bottom-Right: REINFORCE Task 1 Performance

Task
Default
Task 1
Task 2
Task 3
Task 4
Task 5

Cart Mass
1.0
1.1241
0.9654
1.1619
1.3807
0.9414

Pole Mass
0.1
0.0941
0.1394
0.1191
0.0882
0.1135

Property
Total Mass
1.1
1.2182
1.1048
1.2811
1.4689
1.0549

Cart Length
0.5
0.4420
0.4417
0.5302
0.2608
0.2843

Pole Length
0.05
0.0429
0.0373
0.0539
0.0386
0.0323

Table i: CartPole-v1 and ContinuousCartPole-v1 Environment Property Changes Across Tasks
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Figure ii: DDPG Baseline and Task 1 Performance on ContinuousCartPole-v1. Top-Left: DDPG Baseline Learning Performance on Default Environment Properties. Top-Right: DDPG Baseline Test Performance on Default Environment Properties.
Bottom-Left: DDPG Task 1 Learning Performance. Bottom-Right: DDPG Task 1 Test Performance

Task
Default
Task 1
Task 2
Task 3
Task 4
Task 5

Property
Gravity
9.8000
10.2341
8.4208
9.2325
10.4695
9.4574

Table ii: LunarLander-v2 and LunarLanderContinuous-v2 Environment Property Changes Across Tasks

DQN Properties
Environment

Discount
Factor

Soft-Update
Factor

CartPole

0.99

0.001

LunarLander

0.99

0.001

Q Network
3 Linear Layers
Input Size: 4
Output Size: 2
Hidden Layer Sizes: 64, 64
Hidden Layer Activation: ReLU
Output Layer Activation: None
3 Linear Layers
Input Size: 4
Output Size: 2
Hidden Layer Sizes: 64, 64
Hidden Layer Activation: ReLU
Output Layer Activation: None

Learning
Rate

Buffer
Size

Batch
Size

Optimizer

0.0005

10000

64

Adam [7]

0.0005

10000

64

Adam [7]

Table iii: DQN Model and Parameter Specifications
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Figure iii: DDPG Baseline and Task 1 Performance on LunarLanderContinuous-v2. Top-Left: DDPG Baseline Learning
Performance. Top-Right: DDPG Baseline Test Performance. Bottom-Left: DDPG Task 1 Learning Performance. BottomRight: DDPG Task 1 Test Performance

REINFORCE Properties
Environment

Discount
Factor

CartPole

0.99

LunarLander

0.99

Policy Network
3 Linear Layers
Input Size: 4
Output Size: 2
Hidden Layer Sizes: 64, 64
Hidden Layer Activation: ReLU
Output Layer Activation: Softmax
3 Linear Layers
Input Size: 4
Output Size: 2
Hidden Layer Sizes: 16, 32
Hidden Layer Activation: ReLU
Output Layer Activation: Softmax

Optimizer

Learning
Rate

Adam [7]

0.0005

Adam [7]

0.005

Table iv: REINFORCE Model and Parameter Specifications
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DDPG Properties
Environment

Discount
Factor

Soft-Update
Factor

ContinuousCartPole

0.99

0.005

LunarLanderContinuous

0.99

0.001

Actor
Network
3 Linear Function Layers
Input Size: 4
Hidden Layer Sizes: 300, 400
Output Size: 1
Hidden Layer Activation: ReLU
Output Layer Activation: Tanh
3 Linear Function Layers
Input Size: 4
Hidden Layer Sizes: 400, 300
Output Size: 1
Hidden Layer Activation: ReLU
Output Layer Activation: Tanh

Actor
Learning Rate

0.0001

0.0001

Critic
Network
3 Linear Layers:
Input Size: 4
Hidden Layer Sizes: 300, 400
Output Size: 1
Hidden Layer Activation: ReLU
Output Layer Activation: Tanh
3 Linear Function Layers
Input Size: 4
Hidden Layer Sizes: 400, 300
Output Size: 1
Hidden Layer Activation: ReLU
Output Layer Activation: Tanh

Critic
Learning Rate

Weight
Decay

Buffer
Size

Batch
Size

Actor and
Critic
Optimizers

0.001

0

200000

64

Adam [7]

0.001

0.0001

100000

64

Adam [7]

Table v: DDPG Network Model and Parameter Specifications
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Figure iv: DQN CartPole-v1 Tasks Performance
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Figure v: DQN LunarLander-v2 Tasks Performance
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Figure vi: REINFORCE CartPole-v1 Tasks Performance
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Figure vii: REINFORCE LunarLander-v2 Tasks Performance
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Figure viii: REINFORCE LunarLander-v2 Tasks Performance
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Figure ix: DDPG ContinuousCartPole-v1 Tasks Performance
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Figure x: DDPG LunarLanderContinuous-v2 Tasks Performance
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Figure xi: Performance of Transferring DQN Pre-trained CartPole-v1 Agent to LunarLander-v2
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